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Introduction  
 
The purpose of this guide is to explain the basic concepts and components of a 
developmental framework designed to direct and coordinate efforts within federal 
institutions to establish documentation standards for their program and service activities 
under a new regulatory regime for government recordkeeping.  
 
The guide provides the rationale and context for documentation standards, outlines their 
business requirements, and describes the roles and responsibilities to be assumed by 
program managers and information resource specialists in their development and 
implementation.  
 
Documentation standards for federal recordkeeping are intended to be comprehensive of 
and prescriptive for all information resources created, captured, used or managed by the 
Government of Canada in support of decision-making and the conduct of business 
activity both in published and unpublished form and regardless of communications 
source, information format, production mode or recording medium. 
 
 
Documentation standards for public administration are a key innovation in the 
development of the intellectual resources required by government institutions to deliver 
programs and services to Canadians in the new Information Age. 
 
Ongoing and rapid advances in computer-based communications and systems technology 
are fundamentally transforming the way people think about and create, use, exchange, 
receive, store and provide information. Part of this broad socio-technology transformation 
also involves the global emergence of a new knowledge-based economy in which 
information resources have assumed the status of business capital and the nature, 
substance and measure of their business value have become significant issues. As a 
result, many organizations are beginning to change or modify corporate behaviour and 
culture to adapt to a new environment of digital business administration, information-
intensive business activity, and new or revised sets of corresponding citizen and 
consumer expectations. 
 
Documentation standards help to facilitate this adaptation within government institutions 
by combining elements of business process and business needs analysis with 
codifications of recordkeeping practice in a new regulatory framework integrating 
information resource development with public administration. The primary objectives are 
to provide government with the capacity to capitalize on the value of its information 
resources for administrative and business purposes, and to implement ways and means 
for institutions to appropriately document their programs, services and results articulated 
in institution-specific program activity and enterprise-wide service orientation 
architectures to satisfy business needs and meet legal obligations.  
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To establish the organizational conditions, discipline and culture necessary to realize 
these objectives, new approaches to the creation, capture, use and management of 
information resources are required. Part of this transformation involves the transition of 
information resource services within government institutions to a resource development 
function fully aligned with program administration and business operations, and the 
assignment of new roles and responsibilities to program and service managers regarding 
the identification, evaluation, treatment and disposition of information resources. 
 
The Government of Canada continues to create records and documentation in traditional 
paper form at a prodigious rate, often for reading, consultation and other conveniences. 
Acknowledging the largely digital environment of government business and the enormous 
impact of socio-technological change upon public administration in the workplace, 
however, the required transformation must be primarily concerned with articulating new 
information resource development and business strategies for all electronically created 
and stored information within institutions both in published and unpublished form from 
all production sources and in all of its multiple formats. 
 
Common forms of technologically rich communications and recording media presently 
include functionality and formats such as e-mail integrated with voice mail and VOIP, 
word processing, spreadsheets, dynamic databases, instant messaging, video conferencing 
and webcasting, web pages including intranet websites, blogs, wikis and RSS feeds, 
backup tapes, hard drives, removable media, flash drives, new storage devices, remote 
PDAs, and audit logs and metadata of all types, etc. This new information resource 
environment also extends to new and emerging digital work spaces, e.g., organizational 
networks or intranet containing shared areas (such as public folders, discussion databases 
and shared network folders) that are not considered to belong to any specific individual, 
and collaborative work areas and social networks (such as blogs, wikis and intranet sites) 
where there is no single owner responsible for the data. 
 
In this context, one of the biggest resource development challenges currently facing 
government is the absence of effective institutional capacity to lever intellectual capital 
simply by having ready access to the right information in the right place at the right time. 
Given the importance of authoritative, reliable and timely information to business 
operations and organizational accountability, stewardship, performance measurement, 
risk management, audit and litigation readiness, etc., this deficiency has become an issue 
of public policy requiring both strategic and regulatory intervention. 
 
It is also an issue of growing complexity. With the ongoing development of information 
technology and the continuing adaptation of technologically rich communications and 
recording media within institutions – notably at the desktop – a number of largely 
unforeseen circumstances have emerged to adversely affect government’s information 
resource development capacity. Ironically, some of the benefits and utilities for public 
administration enabled by technology have also led inadvertently to the emergence of an 
increasingly pervasive and largely unrestrained institutional culture of rampant 
information production and indiscriminate information storage and disposal in both paper 
and electronic forms evolving counter-intuitively to information resource needs and 
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organizational business requirements. Combined with the increasing use of new 
communication and recording modes by individuals and organizations, the most serious 
impacts of this new production and storage culture have been: 
 

• A significant reduction in institutional custody and control over internally created 
or acquired information resources, knowledge and corporate memory at the 
organizational level;  

 
• The wide-spread dissemination and/or accumulation of prolific, superabundant 

and increasingly amorphous information resources of undifferentiated business 
value both in traditional paper and electronic forms;  

 
• The increasing production of unmanaged and unstructured information.  

 
• The erosion of information resource authority, reliability, integrity and stability;  

 
• Unauthorized and/or undocumented information disposal;  

 
• The inability to retrieve and productively use business critical information on a 

daily or historic basis;  
 

• The loss of strategic opportunities due to the inability to recognize or lever 
valuable information;  

 
• Increased costs of conducting business due to inefficiencies related to disparate or 

inaccessible records;  
 

• Failure to comply with statutory or regulatory retention and destruction 
requirements; and  

 
• Reduced ability to comply with court orders and other litigation-related 

imperatives requiring access to existing records and information.  
 
Documentation standards for federal programs and services represent a significant step 
towards mitigating these circumstances. They establish a new recordkeeping regime for 
public administration based on the determination and development of information 
resources having business value and the systematic elimination of all other information 
through authorized and documented disposal processes. 
 
Primarily designed to support the fundamental connectivity between information resource 
use and business activity, the proposition of documentation standards for government 
programs and services requires institutions to incorporate decision-making and to focus 
new organizational effort and discipline on the asset development of information 
resources in relation to their business value and administrative utility. In effect, by 
aligning institutional goals and objectives with documentation requirements under an 
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integrated management process, the business values and administrative status of 
information resources are organizationally specified, distinguished and confirmed. 
Consequently, institutions are better-positioned to create, capture, develop, manage and 
use their information resources as intellectual assets serving multiple business purposes 
and intentions in support of decision-making and program administration, and to 
eliminate unnecessary or extraneous information under authorized and documented 
disposal processes. 
 
The alignment of public administration and recordkeeping through the development of 
documentation standards for program and service activities is expected to provide 
significant benefits for government, including: 
 

• Ready access to the right records and evidence  
• Improved decision-making and performance  
• Greater administrative and business coherence  
• Increased capacity to lever information capital  
• Increased capacity to lever technology  
• Rational disposal of unnecessary records  
• Accountability and stewardship requirements are satisfied  
• Protection under audit, investigation and litigation  
• Greater economy and efficiency  
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1. What are Documentation Standards?  
 
Documentation standards are codifications of recordkeeping strategy, methodology, 
process and procedure determined and established by government institutions to support 
decision-making and assure the continuing presence of appropriate and adequate 
documentary evidence for business activity over time. 
 
Specifically, documentation standards are designed to provide context, coherence, and 
explanation for institutional decision-making, programs, services and outcomes by  
 

(1) Identifying information resources of business value at sufficient levels of 
materiality or granularity required by organizations to conduct business activity, 
complete transactions, achieve results, and measure or assess performance.  

 
(2) Integrating the asset development of information resources into the management 

processes of public administration as a functional requirement of planning, 
organizing, directing, controlling, and monitoring business activity.  

 
(3) Linking and mapping documentation requirements for institutional programs and 

services to organizational business context by developing integrated business 
process models and program activity or service orientation diagrams which 
identify workflow and specify stages where business records must be created or 
captured, and by  

 
(4) Determining and describing the nature, characteristics, extent, arrangement, 

treatment, preservation and disposition of the information resources that must be 
created or captured as business records by organizations on a continuing basis to 
satisfy business activity, accountability, stewardship and legal requirements.  

 
In many respects, documentation standards are simply prescriptions for organizational 
recordkeeping. Within discretely defined and formal parameters of business function and 
process, documentation standards identify the documentary evidence required by 
organizations to operate and account for program and service activity; determine the 
nature, composition and extent of the documentation that needs to be created and kept by 
organizations to satisfy these evidence requirements; and explain how government 
institutions will capture, manage, and preserve this evidence over time regardless of its 
origin, source, form or format. 
 
By identifying the nature, substance and sum of the documentary evidence required by 
organizations, and by prescribing the manner in which it will be continuously created, 
captured and managed as a business asset under institutional custody and control within a 
recordkeeping repository, documentation standards also enable the systematic and timely 
disposal of unnecessary or extraneous information through authorized and documented 
records disposal processes. 
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From both strategic and methodological perspectives, the proposition of documentation 
standards for recordkeeping assumes that information has different values and status 
within and between organizations varying according to a number of factors, for example, 
its purpose; its provenance (who has created it); its content, substance and form; its 
impact as evidence in support of decision-making; its role as a record of action 
(documentation of business activity), or its contribution to administrative coherence and 
continuity within financial, planning, performance measurement, and reporting processes. 
 
In accepting fundamentally that information resources have variable value and status 
within and between organizations relative to and determined by their substantive content, 
context and function in support of program and service activities, the proposition of 
documentation standards for recordkeeping also accepts a number corollary distinctions 
requiring certain significant decisions. 
 
In effect, documentation standards are specifically designed to provide government 
institutions with the strategic and methodological capacity to manage information 
resources of continuing business value and administrative utility as assets captured in the 
form of business records, and to eliminate all other information either unnecessary or 
extraneous to government business activity and corresponding business processes; they 
are basically all about managing information resources in a differentiated manner as 
assets (or otherwise) on a graduated scale of business value. 
 
Bearing this strategic objective in mind, government institutions will be required to make 
a number of critical distinctions and decisions about the value and status of their 
information resources as they develop documentation standards for their program and 
service activities. For example, within the various modules and components of a 
documentation standard, they will be asked to distinguish between information resources 
having incidental value or transitory status, and information resources having asset value 
and persistent status. They also will be asked to develop criteria to assign organizational 
profile to information resources having asset value or persistent status for attention and 
treatment as business records, and to develop protocols and rules to capture and manage 
these business records within an authoritative and fully accessible recordkeeping 
repository under institutional custody and control. 
 
Further, institutions will also decide the extent to which information resources of 
incidental value or transitory status may be managed informally at the discretion of 
individuals or groups in lieu of organizations in temporary information stores with 
limited or confined accessibility, and to provide for the timely and systematic disposal of 
unnecessary or extraneous information resources under authorized and documented 
records disposition processes. At the same time, they must prescribe a formal approach to 
the creation, identification, selection, capture and management of information resources 
differentiated as business records by virtue of organizational intervention constituted 
under criteria, protocols and rules, and seek authorities either permitting their disposal or 
requiring their subsequent preservation as historical documents by Library and Archives 
Canada. 
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In making these distinctions and taking decisions about the value and status of their 
information resources — both by focusing organizational attention on and investment in 
the creation, capture and management of business records and facilitating the systematic 
and timely elimination of unnecessary or extraneous information — it is expected that 
government institutions will have ready access to the right records and evidence for 
administrative and business purposes, and documentary assurance that their program and 
service activities are continuously supported by evidence to satisfy accountability, 
stewardship and legal requirements. 
 
2. Documentation Standard Modules and Components  
 
Under government’s Management, Resources and Results Structure Policy, departments 
and agencies are required to develop a Management, Resources and Results Structure 
that is current and consistent with the way they manage diverse programs and related 
activities and allocate resources to achieve expected results. The primary objective is to 
provide for a common, government-wide approach to the collection, management and 
reporting of financial and non-financial performance information. 
 
A Management, Resources and Results Structure expresses the business context, goals 
and expected results for Program Activities and their administration within government 
institutions, and is composed of three elements:  
 

1. Clearly defined and measurable Strategic Outcomes that reflect the institution’s 
mandate, vision and core functions linked to long-term and enduring benefits to 
Canadians, and which provide the basis for establishing horizontal linkages 
between institutional Program Activities across government.  

 
2. A Program Activity Architecture that is articulated at a sufficient level of 

materiality to reflect how a department allocates and manages the resources under 
its control to achieve intended results, and that groups related Program Activities 
and links them logically to the Strategic Outcomes they support.  

 
3. A description of the current Governance Structure, which outlines the decision-

making mechanisms, responsibilities and accountabilities of the department or 
agency in reference to Program Activities. 

 
It is important to note that a Management, Resources and Results Structure is not an 
organization chart. Rather, it is a structured inventory of organizational business 
objectives and functional requirements in the nature and form of a business activity map. 
It indicates how a government institution has defined its Program Activities and allocates 
its resources to achieve expected results under mandates and executive authorities for 
which it has been delegated responsibility and accountability under parliamentary statute. 
In effect, a Management Resources and Results Structure determines the business 
environment of a department or agency, and collectively they represent the functional 
scope and business reach of national public administration. 
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Management Resources and Results Structure established on an institution-specific basis 
within government departments and agencies will provide the organizational foundation 
and framework for the development of documentation standards. All departments and 
agencies are required to develop documentation standards for their Management 
Resources and Results Structure directly in reference and application to program 
activities at the level of materiality and granularity identified under institutional 
Program Activity Architecture. 
 
A Documentation Standard is composed of three documentation modules, each having a 
number of related elements in a template of information as follows: 
 
 

Object and Level of Documentation Standard:  
Name of Program Activity, Sub-Activity or Sub-Sub Activity  

 
 

Module 1  
Establishing the Business Contexts for Recordkeeping  
 

• Program Activity and Sub-Activities  
• Legislation  
• GC Business Context  
• Institutional Business Context  
• Program Activity Architecture  
• Office of Primary Interest  
• Business Process Model and Program Activity Diagram  

 
 
Module 2  
Analyzing Business Needs and Specifying Documentation Requirements 
 

• Program Activity Business Requirements  
• Program Activity Documentation Requirements I (Outputs and Products)  
• Program Activity Documentation Requirements II (Parameters)  
• Levels of Documentation Approval and Delegation Authority  

 
 
Module 3  
Creating, Capturing and Managing Business Records 
 

• Records Management Requirements  
• Recordkeeping Repository  
• Records Disposition Authority  
• Access to Information Act Assessment  
• Privacy Act Assessment  
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• Security Assessment  
• Litigation Readiness  
• Records Destruction Process  
• Monitoring  
• Audit Status  
• Documentation Standard Approval  
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Module 1  
Establishing the Business Contexts for Recordkeeping  
 
The business contexts for recordkeeping are defined and situated by government 
institutions at various points and levels of intersection between program administration 
and (1) prescriptive accountability or reporting requirements (2) business performance 
requirements, and pre-eminently at (3) the administrative points and levels where 
institutional Program Activity requirements are translated directly into operations. All of 
these points and levels of program administration require the support of documentary 
evidence that is created, captured and managed on a continuing basis in the form of 
business records. 
 
The purpose of this module is to provide an institutional overview of the business 
contexts which determine the documentary evidence and recordkeeping requirements for 
programs and activities within individual departments and agencies. The module is 
composed of seven elements as follows: 
 
 
3. Getting Started: Program Activity and Sub-Activities  
 
The first step in the development of a documentation standard is to identify the functional 
object and level of business administration within an institution requiring the continuing 
presence of documentary evidence created, captured and managed in the form of business 
records. 
 
For the purposes of management, resource allocation, performance measurement and 
reporting under its Management, Resources and Results Structure Policy, government has 
determined that the functional objects of its business administration are the programs 
which make up an institution’s public business reach under its mandate and which are 
necessary for a department or agency to achieve its Strategic Outcomes. 
 
A program is defined as a group of related resource inputs and activities that are 
managed to address one or more specific needs to achieve certain expected results, and 
is treated as a budgetary unit. 
 
Within an institution’s Program Activity Architecture, programs are organized, arranged 
and differentiated by three levels in a hierarchical manner as Program Activity, Program 
Sub-Activity, and Program Sub-Sub Activity. A Program Activity is the highest 
operational level of program administration with an institution’s Program Activity 
Architecture, representing the largest identifiable program(s) that a department or agency 
manages. Program Sub-Activities represent smaller identifiable programs that are 
logically part of a Program Activity, and similarly, Program Sub-Sub Activities represent 
the lowest level programs that are logically part of a Program Sub-Activity. In effect, the 
hierarchy of program activities represented within an institution’s Program Activity 
Architecture defines and describes how a department has operationalized its business 
administration to achieve its Strategic Outcomes through program and service delivery 
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mechanisms on a functional basis. Typically within organizations, it is at the point and 
level of intersection between program administration and operations where the creation 
of records is initiated in support of workflow and the completion of business transactions, 
and where recordkeeping must occur necessarily to maintain documentary evidence of 
Program Activity on a continuing basis. 
 
Depending on the size and complexity of organizations, which varies according to the 
scope of their delegated legislative accountabilities and executive authorities, the nature 
of their mandated roles and responsibilities, the extent of their resource allocation, etc., 
the number of Program Activities within organizations will also vary, including the levels 
of their functional materiality and granularity. For example, it is conceivable that a small 
agency might be responsible for a single program of uni-functional operation and 
application for which the level of Program Activity is determined to be appropriate and 
sufficient from an administrative or business perspective. Alternatively, within a large 
department having multiple roles and responsibilities constituting dozens of programs, 
there will be many instances where the levels of Program Sub-Activity or Program Sub-
Sub Activity are utilized corresponding to the requirements of specific administrative and 
business contexts. 
 
The development of documentation standards is required for all Program Activities 
differentiated at the lowest levels of their operational materiality and granularity as 
established by departments and agencies within their institutional Program Activity 
Architecture.  
 
Policy Activities  
 
Recognizing the unique nature of the policy function, there may be some concerns about 
whether the business of policy activity within government institutions requires the 
development of a documentation standard. To determine whether a Policy Activity should 
be treated as a Program Activity, the criteria establishing the nature and character of a 
program under Management Resources and Results Structure should be considered in 
accordance with the following tests: 
 

• Does the policy function meet the definition of a program? If this is the case, it 
should be treated as a Program Activity within Program Activity Architecture, and 
it therefore becomes the functional object of a documentation standard.  

 
• Is the policy function one of the activities within a program? If this is the case, it 

should be consolidated within that program, not shown separately within Program 
Activity Architecture, and therefore it is not the functional object of a separate 
documentation standard.  

 
• Does the policy function contribute to the results and achievements of multiple 

programs? If this is the case, it should be treated as part of an institution’s Internal 
Services, and therefore it becomes the functional object of a separate 
documentation standard as an Internal Service Activity. 
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Internal Services  
 
Under Management Resources and Results Structure, Internal Services are set out under 
a separate, generic Program Activity element within a Program Activity Architecture that 
is not directly aligned to a Strategic Outcome. Treasury Board Secretariat has identified 
13 standard categories of Internal Service Activities to be applied in the development of 
institutional Program Activity Architecture. 
 
Departments and agencies must have a documentation standard for each of their internal 
service categories. * It is anticipated that these standards will be developed on a 
collaborative, multi-institutional basis in relation to service orientation architectures 
established under the aegis of central agencies having primary functional responsibility 
for Internal Service Activities across government. 
 
Getting Started  
 
To begin the process of developing a documentation standard, departments and agencies 
must  
 

(a) Identify the functional business object of the documentation standard at the 
relevant level of Program Activity, Program Sub-Activity, or Program Sub-Sub 
Activity established within their institutional Program Activity Architecture and 
create a corresponding documentation standard object/name title.  

 
(b) Provide a clear program description at the relevant level of Program Activity 

minimally to the extent indicated under their institutional Management, Resources 
and Results Structure.  

 
The remaining elements of Module 1 are designed to enhance the description of the 
Program Activity object and to situate its functionality, activity and operation both within 
the institution and across government. 
 
 
4. Legislation  
 
The business context for recordkeeping is broadly defined by executive authorities and 
responsibilities assigned by Statutes of Parliament to Ministers, which are thereafter 
delegated by Ministers (either explicitly or implicitly) to officials in government 
institutions for exercise and action-based implementation in the administration of public 
business. 
 
This element of Module 1 requires institutions to indicate and explain the continuity and 
linkages between the selected Program Activity object and its legislation, either directly 
in relation to specific clauses of statute law, or within the context of legislative 
supplementals such as regulations, orders-in-council, policies, directives, agreements, etc. 
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Note that in a number of instances, parliamentary statutes directly prescribe record-
making and recordkeeping requirements. For example, 
 

• Under the Financial Administration Act, Treasury Board is empowered to 
prescribe obligations relating to departmental account-keeping of public money 
and/or recordkeeping in relation to public property. FAA also imposes a duty on 
designated individuals to keep a variety of financial records and to prepare 
financial statements and an annual report on Public Accounts, providing a general 
duty to document the financial administration of the government rendering it 
accountable to Parliament.  

 
• As an employer, the federal government has a responsibility to keep employment 

records, as well as pension records, pursuant to the Employment Equity Act, the 
Employment Insurance Act, and a number of other statutes and regulations.  

 
Many departments and agencies within government are also required to create and 
maintain records on an institution-specific basis by virtue of their enabling legislation, for 
example, within the portfolio of transportation: 
 

• Under the Canada Shipping Act (2001), a person, society or organization 
authorized to carry out inspections of vessels by the Minister of Transport must 
keep a record of each inspection in the form and manner specified by the Minister 
and upon request provide these records to the Minister.  

 
• Under the Aeronautics Act (1985), the Minister of Transport is responsible for 

establishing regulations regarding the creation, keeping and preservation of 
records related to airports, to all activities with respect to aeronautics of persons 
who hold Canadian aviation documents, and to aeronautical products, equipment 
and facilities used to provide services relating to aeronautics.  

 
All legislative prescriptions for record-making and recordkeeping directly related to the 
Program Activity object of a documentation standard should be noted and explained 
under this Module element. 
 
 
5. GC Business Context  
 
The public business context of government is broadly reflected collectively, horizontally 
and institutionally in the Strategic Outcomes articulated by individual departments and 
agencies within their Management Resources and Results Structure. 
 
In this module element, institutions should establish the administrative and business 
continuity and linkages between the Program Activity object of the documentation 
standard and the institutional Strategic Outcome it supports. In particular, institutions 
should articulate areas of horizontal influence and impact across government as a 
department or agency of primary functional or operational interest. 
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6. Institutional Business Context  
 
In this module element institutions are expected to explain how the Program Activity is 
implemented and operationalized within the department or agency from an organizational 
perspective. The explanation should include a description of the governance structure 
within the institution relevant to the Program Activity, including decision-making 
mechanisms, roles and responsibilities, and levels of management approval and 
accountability which link the Program Activity to its Strategic Outcome from the bottom 
to the top of the organization. 
 
 
7. Program Activity Architecture  
 
As an additional element of reference and representation, institutions should transpose all 
or the relevant portion of the organization’s Program Activity Architecture linking the 
Program Activity to its Strategic Outcome, highlighting the location of the Program 
Activity within this architecture. 
 
 
8. Office of Primary Interest  
 
Identify the organizational Office of Primary Interest (also known as an Office of Primary 
Responsibility) for the Program Activity subject to the documentation standard. 
 
For the purposes of a documentation standard, an Office of Primary Interest (or Primary 
Responsibility) is an organizational entity within a department or agency which 
 

• has been assigned management accountability for operations, outcomes and 
results in relation to an institutional program activity, and which  

 
• assumes authoritative institutional roles and responsibilities for assuring the 

continuing presence of appropriate and adequate documentary evidence for the 
Program Activity in the form of business records.  

 
 
9. Business Process Model and Program Activity Diagram  
 
The development of a Program Activity Diagram is one of the most critical steps in the 
creation of a documentation standard. 
 
In its basic form, an activity diagram is a simple and intuitive illustration of what happens 
in a workflow to conduct a business transaction, achieve a business output, or obtain a 
business result. They vary in size and complexity from basic to advanced schematic 
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notation according to the scope and scale of the business process that is being modeled, 
but they typically incorporate graphic depictions of: 
 

• Activity States, which represent the performance of an activity step within a 
workflow.  

 
• Transitions, that show what activity step follows after another.  

 
• Decisions, for which a set of conditions are defined, and which control transitions 

from one activity step to the next, and  
 

• Synchronizations, which indicate any concurrent or parallel threads (or subflows) 
of activity steps within the business process model.  

 
In this module element, government institutions are required to provide an business 
process model for the Program Activity object of the documentation standard in the form 
of an activity diagram, which 
 

• Illustrates the various business process steps of activity states, transitions, 
decisions and synchronizations within the program activity workflow, and which  

 
• Identifies the stages within the program activity workflow where records are 

created or need to be created to operate the business process to its completion as 
a business transaction, business output or business result.  
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Module 2  
Analyzing Business Needs and Specifying Documentation Requirements  
 
Module 1 is intended to establish a comprehensive business overview for recordkeeping 
in relation to the management and operation of a Program Activity within a government 
institution, including a representation of the Program Activity in a workflow activity 
diagram which indicates the business process stages where records must be created. 
 
The purpose of Module 2 is to determine the nature, composition and extent of the 
documentary evidence in the form of business records that must created, captured and 
managed by an Office of Primary Interest which has been assigned organizational 
responsibility for the management and operation of a Program Activity within a 
government institution. Collectively, the business records must constitute documentary 
evidence of sufficient substance and capacity to both satisfy Program Activity business 
needs and meet corresponding accountability, stewardship, performance measurement, 
reporting and other requirements. 
 
In effect, Module 2 is an institutional business needs analysis for organizational 
recordkeeping which establishes the identity, nature, scope and scale of the business 
records required to operate and account for a Program Activity through all activity, 
transition, synchronization and decision-making phases of its business process to its 
completion as an institutional business outcome or result. It is composed of four elements 
as follows: 
 
 
10. Program Activity Business Requirements  
 
Using the Program Activity Diagram provided above under Module 1 (Element 9) as a 
reference point, institutions must describe and explain each of the Program Activity 
states, transitions, decisions and synchronizations which constitute the components of the 
Program Activity workflow progressively from its initiation to its completion, and 
indicate any corresponding business needs in the nature of organizational requirements to 
create, capture and manage information resources as business records within an 
institutional recordkeeping repository, either as 
 

• outputs or products in the form of documents or records which constitute a 
business transaction or a business result,  

 
• as factors or evidence considered in decision-making towards completing a 

business transaction or achieving a business result, or  
 

• as documentation of the business process leading to a business transaction or a 
business result.  
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For the purposes of a documentation standard, organizational business needs for 
institutional recordkeeping are expressed as Program Activity documentation 
requirements. 
 
Program Activity documentation requirements represent the designated sum of all 
documentary evidence that an accountable organization (Office of Primary Interest) or 
institution must create, capture and manage in the form of business records in order to:  

• Initiate and complete Program Activity business transactions to achieve a business 
outcome or obtain a business result in the form of a product or service.  

 
• Successfully manage, administer, and operate a Program Activity continuously 

over time.  
 

• Support decision-making.  
 

• Measure and continuously assess business performance.  
 

• Establish business coherence, accountability and organizational audit capacity.  
 

• Report.  
 

• Meet legal obligations.  
 
To determine the sum of the documentary evidence necessary to satisfy Program Activity 
documentation requirements under a documentation standard, accountable organizations 
must initiate and complete a declaratory process to prescriptively establish the identity, 
nature, scope, scale and extent of the information resources warranting capture and 
management as business records under organizational custody and control within an 
authoritative and fully accessible recordkeeping repository. 
 
The declaratory process requires the articulation of criteria in order to: 
 

• distinguish between information resources of incidental value or transitory status, 
and information resources having asset value or persistent status, and to  

 
• assign organizational profile to information resources having asset value or 

persistent status for attention and treatment as business records on a continuing 
basis within an authoritative and fully accessible recordkeeping repository,  

 
and to further distinguish between: 
 

• information resources of incidental value or transitory status to be managed 
informally by individuals or groups in lieu of organizations in temporary 
information stores with limited or confined accessibility, and  
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• information resources having asset value or persistent status to be formally 
managed as business records by organizations on a continuing basis within an 
authoritative and fully accessible recordkeeping repository according to 
institutional recordkeeping protocols and rules.  

 
In elaborating and confirming these distinctions of value and status between information 
resources and business records, including the means of their creation, identification, 
selection, capture and management over time, organizations are making several key 
decisions pursuant to the strategic objectives of a recordkeeping regime based on 
documentation standards. 
 
The declaratory process for recordkeeping is composed of two steps as follows: 
 
Step One  
 
11. Program Activity Documentation Requirements I (Outputs and Products)  
 
In this module element, departments and agencies initiate and complete Step One in the 
declaratory process by specifically identifying the compulsory outputs or products in the 
nature and form of documents or records which need to be created in order to deliver a 
program or service, either directly as a business transaction, result or outcome, or as 
documentation of a transitional step in completing a business transaction or achieving a 
business result or outcome. These documents or records will be captured and managed by 
accountable organizations within an institutional repository according to the rules, 
protocols and recordkeeping requirements established under Module 3 of the 
Documentation Standard. 
 
For the purposes of illustration, the following are examples of documents or records 
which must be created by organizations or institutions to satisfy compulsory 
documentation requirements for a specific Program Activity: 
 
Example One:  
Library and Archives Canada  
Program Sub-Activity (1.1.1)  
Issuance of Records Disposition Authorities to Government Institutions  
 
Memorandum of Understanding  
Archival Appraisal Report  
Executive Summary –Briefing Note for Deputy Head  
Records Disposition Authority  
Agreement with Government Institution  
Terms and Conditions for the Transfer of Archival Records  
Records Disposition Authority Application Guide  
Conveyance Notifications  
Authority Monitoring Documentation 
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Other examples (to be determined)  
 
Step Two  
 
12. Program Activity Documentation Requirements II (Parameters)  
 
Departments and agencies initiate and complete Step Two in the declaratory process by 
establishing the organizational parameters – considered both in the sense of serving as 
limits or boundaries and identifying levels of materiality and granularity – for the 
ancillary and contextual information created or maintained by dedicated individuals, 
groups or administrative entities which must be captured and managed as business 
records in support of Program Activity. 
 
In this module element, departments and agencies must provide the criteria they will use 
to establish the asset value and persistent status of ancillary and contextual information 
resources for the purposes of their capture and management as business records within an 
authoritative recordkeeping repository under institutional custody and control. 
 
Beyond the formal outputs and products in the form of compulsory documents and 
records required by organizations to operate and conduct Program Activity (above 
Element 11) to a desired outcome or result, dedicated individuals, groups and 
administrative entities typically produce, accumulate, share or communicate ancillary and 
contextual information in the course of business. One of the most critical and value-laden 
decisions that departments and agencies need to make in order to establish documentation 
requirements for their Program Activities is to establish the parameters for organizational 
reach (by Offices of Primary Interest) into the environment of ancillary and contextual 
information resources. Organizations need to both identify the information resources 
required in the form of business records to account for the business and administrative 
processes leading to a business transaction or business result (ancillary records), and to 
identify information resources considered as factors or determinations in decision-making 
towards completing a business transaction or achieving a business result (contextual 
records). This includes specifying the appropriate levels of granularity and materiality for 
ancillary and contextual information resources that need to be captured and managed as 
business records. 
 
In taking these decisions, organizations establish the boundary between information 
resources of incidental value and transitory status to be managed informally at the 
discretion of individuals or groups in lieu of organizations, and information resources 
having asset value and persistent status to be formally managed as business records by 
organizations within an authoritative and fully accessible recordkeeping repository under 
institutional custody and control. 
 
Within most departments and agencies today, this largely means establishing the scope, 
scale and extent of the organizational reach into the electronic desktop of personal 
computers and networks, where the vast majority of government’s information resources 
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are currently created, maintained and stored by individuals or groups, frequently in 
informal and unstructured formats on a temporary basis. 
 
Ancillary Business Records 
 
Ancillary business records consist of the information resources created, collected or 
accumulated by dedicated individuals or groups within organizations to operate and 
account for enabling business and administrative processes supporting Program Activity, 
or what could be collectively called corporate documentation. 
 
From an administrative perspective, for example, organizations commonly produce 
corporate strategies and annual business plans, financial statements, operating budgets 
and performance reports in the form of documents, and they regularly conduct or involve 
themselves in business meetings variously supported by agenda, minutes, and records of 
decisions or proceedings. In certain circumstances these records represent compulsory 
(albeit ancillary) documentation of business process directly in support of Program 
Activity, in the sense that they both establish ongoing business coherence and continuity 
and provide a substantial part of any audit trail deemed necessary to account for 
operational decision-making and business results. In fact, some of these records 
constitute prescriptive accountability requirements imposed by government at an 
institutional level in the form of formal reports, for example, Reports Against Plans and 
Priorities, Departmental Performance Reports, and Reports to Parliament, incrementally 
supported by a prescriptive sub-level of business performance indicators articulated by 
institutions in reference to the government-wide Management Accountability Framework 
and departmental Management Resources and Result Structure reporting obligations. 
 
Records documenting business and administrative processes are readily identified, and 
their organizational asset value may be initially ascertained and established contingent to 
prescriptive accountability and performance requirements, and subsequently in relation to 
operational business requirements. It is below the levels of prescriptive accountability 
and performance requirements, at the administrative points and levels where institutional 
Program Activity requirements are translated directly into business operations, where the 
parameters for ancillary information resource capture and management become a 
documentation requirement issue for organizations. What elements or activities within an 
organization’s business and administrative processes need to be documented, and what 
level of documentary detail concerning these processes must be captured and 
continuously managed as business records, i.e., what are the levels of materiality and 
granularity required to satisfy Program Activity business, accountability and other 
requirements? In reference to business meetings, for example, especially given their daily 
commonplace within the public service at all levels, organizations need to establish 
which meetings must be recorded and how they will be documented. Will the agenda 
suffice, or a record of decisions, or a record of proceedings? Must all the presentations 
made or documents submitted to the meeting be captured and managed? What level of 
documentary detail is needed to satisfy ongoing business and other requirements? 
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Contextual Business Records 
 
More problematic to analyze and difficult to assess from the perspective of asset value is 
the ongoing business utility of the contextual information created or collected by 
dedicated individuals or groups in support of Program Activity either generically or 
specifically in what largely amounts to an interpretive and/or deliberative environment. 
Here we are talking about the information resources which individuals or groups typically 
create, accumulate, capture and exchange in multiple forms, iterations and versions for 
business purposes in the conduct of research for example, or in the preparation of options 
or recommendations, or during the undertaking of a study, or in the course of problem-
solving, or in discussion of a proposed course of action, or in the exchange of views, 
comments, perspectives upon a policy, strategy, service, product or outcome, etc., some 
or all of which (depending on the circumstances of their creation or corresponding 
business environment) may have impact or influence upon decision-making and its 
rationale or understanding. 
 
Complicating the issue of contextual information resources is the increasing volume of its 
production, and in some instances its growing redundancy owing to its often ubiquitous 
nature. The advent and evolution of computer-based communications technology at the 
desktop has provided individuals and groups within organizations with nearly limitless 
capacity to exchange, alter or combine information resources, to create, consult, revisit 
and review documents of all kinds for multiple purposes through dozens of versions and 
iterations, in effect to produce and exchange information both instantly and at will, often 
for very good and important reasons, but collectively in what amounts to a super-
voluminous and undifferentiated mass from the perspective of determining its 
organizational profile, status, authority and corresponding asset value. Complicating 
matters still further is the growing recognition that contextual information resources 
produced and exchanged at the desktop by individuals or groups either formally or 
informally frequently represent critical interpretations, understandings or innovations, 
and in many instances constitute organizational knowledge assets more valuable than 
what is typically produced and currently captured by organizations to satisfy compulsory 
business requirements. 
 
Establishing Criteria 
 
The asset value of either ancillary or contextual information to organizations will vary 
according to a number of factors, for example, its purpose; its provenance (who has 
created it); its content, substance and form; its impact as interpretation or understanding 
considered in decision-making; its role as recorded evidence of action (documentation of 
business process), or its support to internal administrative coherence and continuity (e.g., 
strategic and operational planning, performance measurement, reporting, etc.). 
 
It will also vary necessarily according to the nature of the business and legal environment 
in which a Program Activity is conducted, which in turn will have a bearing on the 
parameters for business records capture and its corresponding levels of granularity and 
materiality. For example, within a regulatory function, it would be expected that the 
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organizational reach into ancillary or contextual information resources for the purposes of 
business records capture would be more extensive than in other functional domains, 
given the preoccupation with rigorously documented business processes and decision-
making based on research, investigation and evidence-based analysis with associated 
liabilities. 
 
To assist departments and agencies with decision-making about and criteria development 
around the value and status of their information resources, Library and Archives Canada 
is developing a companion Business Value Identification Guide examining the factors 
that need to be generally considered within a declaratory process to establish the identity 
and selection of records as business assets. However, it is important to recognize that this 
advice will consist of generic guidelines only, and will not necessarily satisfy business 
needs or requirements conceived at the organizational level within or between 
institutions. Matters of information resource value and status must be addressed directly 
by business managers within the specific context of the Program Activity(ies) and results 
for which they have responsibility, balancing business needs and accountability 
requirements with associated risk environments. 
 
 
13. Levels of Documentation Approval and Delegation Authority  
 
In this module element, departments and agencies specify the organizational levels and 
internal governance structure to which the authority for approving documentation 
requirements and establishing recordkeeping for business records are delegated within 
institutions. 
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Module 3  
Creating, Capturing and Managing Business Records  
 
In the first two modules of a documentation standard, organizations (Offices of Primary 
Interest) having management accountability for Program Activities are asked to describe 
the administrative, business and legal contexts overarching the business transactions 
being conducted to achieve desired outcomes and program results (Module 1), and to 
identify, establish and confirm the asset value, persistent status and parameters of the 
information resources required to assure the presence of appropriate and adequate 
documentary evidence to support multiple operational objectives and satisfy 
corresponding accountabilities and obligations (Module 2). Together, Modules 1 and 2 
establish the relationship between the business architecture for a Program Activity and its 
documentation requirements for business and other purposes. 
 
Module 3 is designed to provide government institutions with the means to specify how 
they will create, capture, manage, and treat their information resources organizationally 
designated and declared to have asset value and persistent status continuously over time 
in the form of business records. Departments and agencies will therefore use Module 3 as 
a business records management framework to develop institutional protocols, rules and 
infrastructure requirements for organizational recordkeeping. 
 
Module 3 is composed of 11 elements as follows: 
 
 
14. Records Management Requirements  
 
Records management requirements refer to the policies, processes, procedures and tools 
established within institutions to develop the organizational asset value of business 
records over time by providing for their capture, treatment, care, custody, control and 
final disposition. 
 
For the purposes of developing a documentation standard for a Program Activity, 
institutions must minimally provide the details of their business records capture process 
or tool established in the form of a file classification scheme which specifies the 
following: 
 

• the organization, arrangement and description of the records for the purposes of 
their identification, retrieval and accessibility  

 
• the file numbers which arrange or otherwise codify the logical organization and 

description of the file stores to which records are assigned  
 

• a description of the contents of each file store  
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• the continuing business value of each file store expressed in a retention period 
variously in numbers of years indicating its status through active, dormant and 
disposal phases, including its status as an archival or historical record.  

 
Library and Archives Canada recommends that file classification schemes for business 
records within government institutions be conceived and constructed in line with the 
functionality and sequencing of work flow in relation to Program Activities, or what is 
now commonly called functional records classification (see ISO 15489-1, Information 
and Documentation – Records Management). LAC has developed a business model and 
corresponding modules and methodology for the purposes of developing functional 
records classification schema collectively known as a Business Activity Structure 
Classification System (BASCS), which is available for use or adaptation by institutions. 
 
 
15. Recordkeeping Repository  
 
In this module element, departments and agencies identify the recordkeeping repository 
or respositories under institutional custody and control in which information resources of 
asset value and persistent status relevant to a Program Activity will be continuously 
captured and managed as business records, notwithstanding their form and format (as 
text, e-mail, audio, video, data, web and/or as other rich media). 
 
A recordkeeping repository is a preservation environment for records established within 
a government institution consisting of a specified physical or virtual storage space and 
associated infrastructure managed according to business rules, processes and protocols 
with sufficient capacity and functionality to capture and control records in an 
authoritative manner such that they are managed over time and rendered authentic, 
reliable and accessible on a continuing basis. 
 
Note:  
 
A number of countries (including Canada) advocating the development and enhancement 
of organizational recordkeeping capacity are currently articulating and specifying 
elements of records management and records preservation functionality required within 
eSystems and eRepositories to render them continuously authoritative, and proposing 
changes to the way technology is considered and deployed to serve information needs 
and support business acceptable communication within public administration, notably in 
relation to the capture, management, preservation and disposition of records as business 
assets. The primary issues concern the linkages that need to be established (and 
maintained over time) between business activity architecture, organizational business 
needs expressed as documentation requirements and the development of information 
systems, and further, the interactive connectivity required between information creators 
or users and an information systems infrastructure capable of accepting, capturing, 
documenting and managing designated information resources as business records in an 
authoritative and fully accessible manner. 
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16. Records Disposition Authority  
 
In this module element, departments and agencies identify the Records Disposition 
Authority (or Authorities) which govern the disposal of all information resources under 
institutional custody and control which have been created, accumulated, captured or 
maintained by individuals, groups and/or organizations in relation to the operation of a 
Program Activity, either by their destruction, by their alienation from the control of the 
Government of Canada to another jurisdiction, or by their transfer to Library and 
Archives Canada as archival or historical records. 
 
What is a Records Disposition Authority?  
 
A Records Disposition Authority is a legal instrument issued by the Librarian and 
Archivist to government institutions serving two fundamental purposes: (a) to provide for 
the orderly disposal or destruction of information and records by government institutions 
under an authorized process, and (b) to provide for the preservation of information and 
records having archival or historical value by Library and Archives Canada in fulfillment 
of its roles and responsibilities as the permanent repository of government’s corporate 
memory and as a knowledge institution dedicated to the preservation of Canada’s 
documentary heritage. 
 
(a) The Disposal or Destruction of Government Records  
 
Given the potentially significant consequences of eliminating or erasing (inadvertently or 
otherwise) records of continuing business, legal or public interest, the disposal or 
destruction of records by government institutions is regulated by law. 
 
The Library and Archives of Canada Act 2004, Section 12(1), establishes the authority of 
the Librarian and Archivist to permit the disposal or destruction of records by 
government institutions: 
 

No government or ministerial record, whether or not it is surplus property of a 
government institution, shall be disposed of, including by being destroyed, without the 
written consent of the Librarian and Archivist or of a person to whom the Librarian 
and Archivist has, in writing, delegated the power to give such consents. 

 
The definition of record under federal law is comprehensive of recording and 
communicating, considered under the Library and Archives of Canada Act Section 2 to 
mean “any documentary material other than a publication, regardless of medium or 
form”, under the Federal Accountability Act Section 141.1 which amended the Access to 
Information Act Section 3 to “any documentary material, regardless of medium or form”. 
These definitions are all-encompassing and (necessarily) interdependent, and under their 
legal rubrics the concept of record includes such things as e-mail and their attachments, 
blackberry communications, and cellular text messages, etc. 
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A government record is a record that is “under the control of a government institution”. 
 
Government institutions are defined in law (see most recently the Federal Accountability 
Act, Section 141.2 which amended the Access to Information Act, Section 3.01), and they 
are subject to the provisions of the Library and Archives of Canada Act if they are listed 
in Schedule I of the Access to Information Act or in the Schedule to the Privacy Act. 
 
The responsibilities and authority of the Librarian and Archivist in relation to the 
disposition of government records are also confirmed under Treasury Board’s Policy on 
Information Management 2007. 
 
Essentially, what this combination of law and policy requires in relation to the disposal or 
destruction of records by government institutions is compliance with a formal process of 
authority delegation and decision-making. Before institutions may dispose of information 
and records under their custody and control in any recording medium, they must obtain 
advance written permission from the Librarian and Archivist (in the form of a continuing 
Records Disposition Authority). 
 
To facilitate and meet this legislative requirement, the Librarian and Archivist issues 
Records Disposition Authorities enabling institutions to dispose of records, either by 
permitting their destruction (at the discretion of institutions), by requiring their transfer to 
Library and Archives Canada, or by agreeing to their alienation from the control of the 
Government of Canada. The Librarian and Archivist also bears a formal responsibility to 
identify government’s institutional records having archival or historical value and has the 
authority to specify the terms and conditions of their preservation or protection prior to 
any records disposal activity undertaken by institutions. 
 
Records Disposition Authorities are granted by the Librarian and Archivist to government 
institutions in two ways, either 
 

• On an institution-specific basis, through the provision of records disposition 
authorities which relate to records managed by a single government institution, 
and which allow the institution to dispose of records according to the terms and 
conditions of an agreement negotiated between the Librarian and Archivist and 
the institution, or 

 
• On a multi-institutional basis, through the provision of records disposition 

authorities which related to records created and managed by all or a multiple 
number of government institutions, and which allow the institutions empowered 
to use the authorities to dispose of records under terms and conditions set by the 
Librarian and Archivist. 

 
Library and Archives Canada provides Records Disposition Authorities to government 
institutions through the Government Records Appraisal and Disposition Program. This 
program consists of business partnerships cooperatively established between LAC and 
institutions through Memoranda of Understanding with business managers (typically 
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senior executive levels) having been delegated authority by deputy ministers or deputy 
heads to have oversight of and responsibility for the management of official records and 
information within an institution. 
 
Both under the government records disposition process managed by LAC and Treasury 
Board’s Policy on Information Management, the decision to retain or dispose of records – 
and the timing or scheduling thereof – ultimately rests with government institutions 
through the delegated disposition authorities provided by the Librarian and Archivist to 
deputy ministers or deputy heads and implemented by business managers designated to 
be responsible for institutional records (above, Element 14). The only exceptions to this 
delegation of authority are in cases where institutional records are determined to have 
archival or historical value by the Librarian and Archivist and are required to be 
transferred to the custody and control of Library and Archives Canada according to the 
terms and conditions of agreements between LAC and the government institution or 
person responsible for institutional records within a department or agency, or in cases 
where there are statutory provisions and/or other policy or legal obligations requiring the 
retention of records by institutions for prescribed periods of time. 
 
Normally, the decision by government institutions to retain or dispose of records is made 
within the context of business needs analysis by continuously appraising the adequacy, 
quality and ongoing need for particular information resources, reflected in institutional 
records retention and disposal plans approved by the deputy minister, deputy head or 
designated business managers within a department or agency. 
 
In reference to institutional decision-making about the disposal of information resources, 
it is to be noted that Section 67.1 of the Access to Information Act provides significant 
penalties for any person who destroys, mutilates or alters a record “with intent to deny a 
right of access under this Act”. 
 
This stipulation does not refer to records disposal generally, which is a fundamental and 
necessary component of effective recordkeeping within government, but to records for 
which a right of access has been formally requested under the provisions of the Access to 
Information Act. 
 
Broadly speaking, institutional policies and procedures related to the retention and 
disposal of records must mandate the suspension of ordinary records destruction practices 
and procedures as necessary to comply with preservation obligations related to actual or 
reasonably anticipated litigation, investigation or audit, or the exercise of rights by 
citizens under laws such as the Access to Information Act or the Privacy Act. 
 
However, legal holds are exceptions to ordinary records retention and disposal practices 
and when the exigency underlying the “hold” no longer exists (i.e., there is no continuing 
duty to preserve the records), institutions are free to lift moratoriums placed on records 
destruction and proceed with their records retention and disposal plans. 
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(b) The Preservation of Government Records  
 
All government institutions bear a responsibility to preserve records for specified periods 
of time variously according to internal business requirements, in compliance with 
information laws, regulations and policies, and/or in relation to litigation, investigation 
and audit obligations. Consequently, as indicated above (Element 14) departments and 
agencies must adopt recordkeeping policies and develop plans and procedures which 
address the creation, identification, retention, retrieval and ultimate disposition or 
destruction of information and records, including the articulation of records management 
mechanisms in anticipation of circumstances that will trigger the suspension of normal 
records destruction practices. 
 
Today, one the greatest challenges for departments and agencies in this administrative 
context is to provide for the continuous preservation of records within the digital 
environment. Unlike paper records, which generally represent a highly stable recording 
medium supported by relatively straightforward preservation requirements, electronic 
records can be highly volatile in the absence of an effective technology platform and 
infrastructure to maintain them physically and intellectually over time in authentic, 
reliable and accessible form. Without due and diligent attention to the development of a 
corresponding digital preservation strategy within institutions to support records retention 
and disposal requirements, departments and agencies will not be in a position to achieve 
their business objectives or to satisfy other accountability and legal obligations. 
 
There is one further caveat on records retention and disposal plans implemented by and 
within departments and agencies. 
 
As indicated earlier, under the Library and Archives of Canada Act, the Librarian and 
Archivist has the authority to provide for the permanent preservation or protection of 
government records considered to have historical or archival importance prior to any 
records disposal activity being undertaken within government institutions: 
 

The transfer to the care and control of the Librarian and Archivist of government or 
ministerial records that he or she considers to have historical or archival value shall 
be effected in accordance with any agreements for the transfer of records that may be 
made between the Librarian and Archivist and the government institution or person 
responsible for the records (Section 13(1)). 

 
This authority also includes the right to intervene in matters where archival or historical 
records are considered to be at serious risk of damage or destruction while they remain 
under the custody or control of government institutions (Section 13(3)). 
 
As the permanent repository for government’s corporate and historical memory, Library 
and Archives Canada preserves a comprehensive selection of records and documents 
created by government institutions, with the two-fold objective of illustrating the 
operation and evolution of Canada’s federal public administration over time and of 
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contributing to the enrichment of understanding about Canada’s history, society, culture 
and people. 
 
While this growing collection is extensive, amounting to millions of documents and 
records in all media, it nevertheless represents only a fraction of the information created 
and managed by the federal government from Confederation to the present day, currently 
constituting an archival ingest of about 1% of the records operationally created and 
retained by departments. Further, while there are many records in its archival holdings 
which continue to be consulted by government for reference and a variety of business 
purposes, the selection and permanent preservation of government records by LAC is not 
primarily focussed on the acquisition of records as evidence to meet government’s 
accountability requirements in the delivery of programs and services to Canadians, but is 
rather guided by and intended to facilitate other broader documentary responsibilities 
assumed by LAC in its role as the resident site of government’s corporate memory and as 
a knowledge institution engaged in the preservation of Canada’s documentary heritage. 
 
Obtaining and/or Applying Records Disposition Authorities
 
Information concerning the processes involved in developing Records Disposition 
Authorities and/or their application to records created, captured and managed by 
government institutions in relation to Program Activities is available through the Office 
of the Director General, Government Records Branch, Corporate Management and 
Government Records Sector, Library and Archives Canada. 
 
Note that the disposition of government publications is subject to a separate process of 
Legal Deposit under Section 10 of the Library and Archives of Canada Act and its 
accompanying regulations. 
 
This collecting process for heritage purposes does not preclude the identification and 
capture, use and management of institutional publications as information resources of 
persistent status or asset value under a documentation standard relevant to the 
documentary evidence required to support government program or service activity. 
 
 
17. Access to Information Act Assessment  
 
In this module element, government institutions will indicate the accessibility status of 
the business records created, captured and managed in support of a Program Activity 
under the provisions of the Access to Information Act 1983, including a list of any 
discretionary or mandatory exemptions which may apply. 
 
 
18. Privacy Impact Assessment 
 
In this module element, government institutions will indicate the results of a Privacy 
Impact Assessment upon the business records created, captured and managed in support 
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of a Program Activity in conformity with Treasury Board Privacy Impact Assessment 
Policy and Privacy Impact Assessment Guidelines. 
 
 
19. Security Assessment  
 
In conformity with Treasury Board Government Security Policy, government institutions 
will: 
 

• indicate the results of a threat and risk assessment concerning the sensitivity and 
physical protection of the business records created, captured and managed in 
support of a Program Activity, including information security measures required 
above baseline requirements  

 
• indicate the status of the business records created, captured and managed in 

support of a Program Activity in relation to institutional business continuation or 
disaster recovery requirements expressed in a Business Continuity Plan, and  

 
• investigate and report on information security incidents in reference to these 

records.  
 
Note: In line with recent developments in other countries, this element should address 
issues around the establishment and provision of Information Assurance. 
 
 
20. Litigation Readiness Assessment  
 
Policies and procedures for the management of business records in support of Program 
Activity on a continuing basis must include provisions to suspend ordinary or systematic 
records destruction practices as necessary to enable institutions to comply with 
preservation or presentation obligations related to actual or reasonably anticipated 
litigation, investigation or audit. 
 
In this module element, government institutions indicate the records management 
processes and procedures followed internally to implement a legal hold on records 
destruction and to identify and manage potentially responsive records on an interim basis 
pending resolution of the circumstances giving rise to the suspension. 
 
More broadly, “litigation readiness” also involves the anticipation of circumstances 
which could give rise to requirements to present records in courts of law through 
processes of discovery. The anticipation of such circumstances is especially important in 
relation to program and service activities which are subject to regulation, or where the 
outcomes and results of these activities are subject to review, arbitration or other redress 
mechanisms as part of the business process itself. In fact, the nature, substance and 
circumstances of the business activity may have a critical impact on the nature, scope and 
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scale of the records capture engaged by organizations (e.g., e-mail) to document their 
decision-making and business results from an accountability perspective. 
 
For this reason, institutions should use this module element to identify any specific 
concerns related to records capture having potential links to litigation processes. The 
assessment should include the legal ramifications of conducting business, and the advice 
received by legal services in institutions concerning the parameters of records capture 
determined by organizations. 
 
 
21. Records Destruction Process  
 
The regular and systematic destruction of unnecessary or extraneous records is a critical 
component of effective recordkeeping, and government institutions have a “right” to 
destroy (or not to track or capture, whether or not they are consciously deleted) records, 
provided that they have the Records Disposition Authority to do so, and provided that the 
records (a) do not have continuing business value to organizations under a records 
retention and disposal plan supporting internal business needs (b) are not subject to a 
legal hold under processes of audit, investigation or litigation, or (c) are not subject to 
statutory provisions or other regulatory obligations requiring the retention of records for 
periods of time over and above their internal business utility assessment. 
 
Given the increasing importance and profile of records in the assessment of institutional 
decision-making, administrative accountability and organizational performance, and 
coincidentally their pivotal role as evidence potentially to be considered in matters of 
redress or liability under litigation, government institutions must assure that their records 
destruction processes and procedures are well-defined, scrupulously followed by 
organizations and comprehensively documented to the extent that the actual process of 
records destruction is the subject of compulsory documentation requirements (as ancillary 
business records, above Element 12) under a documentation standard. 
 
In this module element, institutions identify their records destruction processes and 
procedures and the documentation requirements supporting these administrative 
processes and procedures, including the internal delegation of authority to business 
managers for assuring accountable records destruction implementation. 
 
 
22. Monitoring  
 
Compliance monitoring should be regularly initiated within institutions to ensure that 
documentation standards are being developed for Program Activities by accountable 
organizations (Offices of Primary Interest), and that these documentation standards both 
satisfy the requirements outlined above and meet anticipated outcomes in line with 
internal departmental and agency recordkeeping policies and procedures. 
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In this module element, institutions must specify their monitoring procedure to assure 
internal developmental compliance by organizations with documentation standard 
requirements, including the identity of the internal or external bodies assigned oversight 
for monitoring. 
 
 
23. Audit Status  
 
In this module element, institutions indicate whether a Program Activity either with an 
existing documentation standard or with a standard under development has been the 
subject of an internal or external audit, and explain any observations that this audit has 
made with respect to recordkeeping issues or requirements. 
 
 
24. Documentation Standard Approval  
 
In this module element, institutions specify the level of organizational approval required 
to authorize a documentation standard for implementation and use within a department or 
agency. 
 


